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Bill Jackson has proved that every 2-connected, k-regular graph on at most 3k vertices is 
hamiltonian. It is shown in this paper that, under almost the same conditions as above, the 
graphs are edge-hamiltonian. 
1. Introduction 
The graphs mentioned in this paper are simple graphs. Standard graph theory 
notations and terminology are used here and new ones will be given whenever 
they are needed. 
In [2] Bill Jackson proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Every 2-connected, k-regular graph with at most 3k vertices is 
hamiltonian. 
Motivated by his result, we consider the edge-hamiltonian property of this kind 
of graphs and obtain the followings. 
First of all, we define that an L-graph of edge e is a 2-connected, k-regular 
graph on 3k vertices, which contains two disjoint sets X and Y of vertices such 
that Y is independent, IYI = k - 1, 1x1 = k, N(Y) = X and e joins two vertices 
of x. 
Theorem 2. Let G be 2-connected, k-regular graph on n vertices, and let e, = uv 
be any edge of G such that {u, v} is not a cut-set. Then G has a hamiltonian cycle 
containing e, if n s 3k - 1, or if n = 3k and G is not an L-graph of edge e,. 
In order not to make this paper too long, we just give a proof for the case of 
n c 3k - 1. The rest can be found in the Master’s thesis of the author. 
2. The proof of Theorem 2 for the case of n =S 3k - 1. 
Let G, and e, = uv E E(G,) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2, and IV(G,)l = 
n, c 3k - 1. Define a new graph G by inserting a new vertex w on the edge e,. 
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That means G = (Gi -e,) U {w} U {WV, VW}, and so IV(G)1 =n ~3k. It is 
obvious that Gi has a hamiltonian cycle containing e, if and only if G is 
hamiltonian. In our following discussion, we only consider that k 3 3 as the 
theorem holds evidently for k = 2. 
The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that G is not hamiltonian. Let 
c = c*c2, . . . ) cn_, with ci = u, c,_,_i = u and c,_, = W, be a longest cycle of G 
containing w such that the number of components of R = G - C is as small as 
possible. The subscripts of the Ci will be reduced modulo n - r throughout. By 
Theorem 1, we have 
IV(C)1 = n - r z= n/2. 
For any A, B c V(G), let 
e(A, B) = I{uv E E(G): u E A, v E B}I; 
and for any D c V(C), let 
D+ = {Ci+l: C; ED} and D-c {Ci_1: Ci E D}. 
(1) 
Case 1. R = G - C contains an isolated vertex Y,. 
Define that Y, = 0, and for any i 3 1, 
xj=N(q-l U {vo>)9 
~ = {Ci E C: Ci-1, Ci+* E Xj}, 
and 
x=6x_, Y’fi Y$ x=IXI and y=lY]. 
j=l j=o 
Then it can be shown that X c V(C), X II Y = 0, and X does not contain two 
consecutive vertices of C. The proof of these statements is essentially the same as 
the proof of the Hopping Lemma ([l], Lemma 12.3), but with the following 
additional observation (with u, V, W, C, X and Y as defined here, but otherwise 
in the terminology of that proof): w 4 X, the two vertices {b,, b,} of PI in A(1) 
are not equal to {u, v}, and the vertex b of Qi in B(1) is not one of U, u and w. 
Let S,, &., . . . , S, be the sets of vertices contained in the open segments of C 
between vertices of X. Put 
#={Si: lSil>2, l<i<x}. 
Then Si = {c,, c[+i, . . . , cm} E C#J is said to be W-connected to S, = 
{ err, cg+1, . . . 3 c,} E 9 if ISi] is odd and cg and c, are both joined to c,+, for all 
odd e, 1 se cm - I- 1. Now, cl+,, c/+~, . . . , c,-~ are called P-vertices of Si. 
Set 
P = {ci E V(C): ci is an P-vertex of some Sj which is I&connected to some S, of 
$], and p = IPI. 
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Since 
e(V-X,X)=(n-l-x)k+2-2e(V-X, V-X) and 
e(X, V - X) 6 xk, (2) 
we have 
2e(V-X, V-X)>(n-l-2x)k+2. (3) 
On the other hand, under our definition of C, we can follow the series of the 
arguments in [2] and finally get the following inequality. 
2e(V-X,V-X)Sp(k+n-x-y-p-l)+(n-2x-2p-l)(n-2x) 
-p(x -y -p) - 2(r - 1)(x -y - 1). (4) 
Combining (4) with (3), it can be deduced that 
2 + p < (n - 1 - 2x -p)(n - 2r - k) - 2(r - 1)(x - y - 1). (5) 
By the definitions of X and Y, we know x 2 y. If x = y, then 
e(YU{v,},X)ak+(y-l)k+2=xk+2, 
contrary to (2). It follows that 2(r - 1)(x - y - 1) 3 0. From the definition of P, 
we have p < (n - 1 - 2x)/2, which implies 
n-1-2x-pz=2p-p~0. 
Therefore by (5), we get n - 2x - k > 0. As N(vO) E X, then II > 2x + k 3 3k, a 
contradiction. 
Case 2. R = G - C contains no isolated vertex. 
Given a path Q = ql, q2, . . . , qg, g 3 2, in R, let t(Q) denote the number of 
occurrences of ordered pair (ci, Cj) of the vertices of C such that Ci is joined to 
one of 41 and qg, Cj is joined to the other, and e({q,, qg}, 
{Ci+l, ci+2, . . . , Cj_l}) = 0. It follows from the maximality of C that for any such 
pair (ci, cj) we have j - i - 1 zg if w $ {Ci+l, Ci+2, . . . , cj-I}. We say that Q 
satisfies the condition (*) if r(Q) 3 2 and Nc({ql, qg}) # {u, v}. Put A = N,(q,) 
and B = iV,(qJ. Then we have 
Lemma 1. There exists a path Q in R, which is either a maximal path of R or a 
path of length not less than k - 2, such that Q satisfies (*). 
Proof of Lemma 1. By the assumption of 2-connectivity and {u, v} not being a 
cut-set, there exists a path Q = qtq2 - . * qg in R, which is chosen as long as 
possible such that Q satisfies (*). Suppose that Q is not a maximal path of R. We 
shall show g 2 k - 1. 
Let Q’ = bib2 - - . b,q,q, - * - qgqg+l . - * qe be a maximal path in R containing 
Q. Without loss of generality, we assume s z 1. Put h = 1 + INR(bl)l. 
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When N&d n {q2, q3, . . . I qe} # 0, one of the following three cases occurs. 
1. N,(b,) II {qg+,, qe+2, . . . , qe} = 0. Set i = min{j 2 2: b,q, E E(G)}. Let 
Q”= qlb,b,_l . . . blq;qi+, . . * qg. 
2. Mb,) n (q2, q3, . . . , qg_-l} = 0. Set j = max{d 3 g: b,q, E E(G)}. Let 
Q”=qlbsbs-l * * . b,qjqj_l * . . qg. 
In both (1) and (2), since NR(bl) U {b,} E Q”, then g 2 IV(Q”)I 2 h. 
3. N,(b,) f~ {qg+l, qg+2, . . . , qe> 20 and N&) f~ {q2, q3, . . . , qg-d + 0. Set 
l,=min{j:26jsg-1, b,qjEE(G)}, 
lz = max{ j: 2 s j s g - 1, b,qj E E(G)}, 
and 
l3 = max{ j: b,qj E E(G)}. 
Define 
and 
Q* = q,bsbs-1 . . . b,q/,ql,+l* . . qg, 
Q** = qlq2. . * q,zhqr,a-1. . . qg. 
Because gamax{lV(Q*)l, IV(Q**)l}, we have 1,-22s and g-1-1,a13- 
g + 1, which implies g 3 (1, - Ii + 1) + s + Z3 - g + 1 + 2. So 
gz=l+l{b,,..., b,) u {sr, qg) u {ql,, q/,+1, . . . 9 a,) U {qg+l, . . . , qdl 
3 1 + JNR(bl) U {b,}) ah + 1. 
From the definition of Q, it is easy to get IN,(b,)l s 2, which implies 
I&@d 3 k - 2, and hence h 2 k - 1, as required. 
A similar argument holds if iV,(q,) n {b,, b2, . . . , b,, ql, q2, . . . , qg_-l} f 0. 
Thus it is enough for completing our proof to discuss the following two cases. 
a. e >g, %4bI) c {b2, b3,. . . , b,, qd and N4qe) E {qg, qg+l, . . . , qp-d; 
b. e =g, &(bJ E {b2, b3, . . . , b,, qJ. 
In case (a), since Nc({ql, qe}) Z {u, v), INdb,)l~Z and 
l{b,, b,, . . . 2 b,, qdl 3 l(h) u &(bdl~ k - 1, 
it follows that either bIb2. . . b,q, or blbz * . . b,q,q, . . * qg is the required path or 
else N,(b,) = 0. Assume N,(b,) = 0 and similarly N,(q,) = 0. Then we have 
IV(R)1 2 I&(h) u {Ml + IN,&e) u {qe)la2k +2>d2, 
contrary to (1). 
For case (b), denote q1 by b,,,. Let i = max(j: b,bj E E(G)}. We claim that 
&(b,) =0 and N,(b,) n {q2, q3, . . . , qg} =0, for any 1<1 <i. Otherwise, 
let d=min{j:j>I and b,bj E E(G)}. When Mb,) f 0, either 
blbl_-l . . a b,b,b,+, . . . bsql or blbl--l . . . b,b,b,,, . . . b,q,q, . * * qg is the re- 
quired path. When qf l N(b[) for some 2~f ~g, qlb,b,_, . * * b,b,b,** * 
b,qfqf+l . . . qs is the required path. 
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Since IV(Q’)I 3 I&(bdl + IN&J + 1, 
n 3 IV(Q’)I + IV(C)1 z= k - PI + 1+ I&W + PI + WI - 1 +g) 
=2k+IBI+g. 
Sog~3k-2k-IBI=k-IBI=IN,(q,)l.ItfollowsthatN,(q,)n{b,,b,,...,b,}# 
0. Therefore, INc(qz)l s 2 as there is a path in R with at least g + 1 vertices, con- 
necting q1 and q2. By (6), (V(R)\ 2 k + (NR(q2)( + l> n/2, a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 2. Let Q = q1q2 * . . qg be a path in R satbfying (*), and R ’ be the 
component of R which contains Q. Then we have 
1. Zfg>k-1, then IV(R’)I=g=k-1; 
2. either g s k - 2 or Q is a maximal path in R; 
3. if t(Q) 3 3, then g s k - 2. 
Proof of Lemma 2. By contradiction. Suppose that g 3 k - 1 and r’ = IV(R’)I > 
g. It is no loss of generality to assume ciql E E(G), cjqg E E(G), ci $ {u, V} and 
W E {Cip Cj+lj * * * , cj}. Then by the maximality of C, we have 
N~(ci+i) n [R’ U {cj+i, cj+2, . . * 7 Cj+/c-I)] = 0. 
And clearly, at least one of w and v cannot be adjacent to ci+i. It follows that 
d(c,+J s 3k - k - (k - 1) - 1 - 1 = k - 1. 
This contradiction shows that r’ = g = k - 1 if g 2 k - 1, and so Q is a maximal 
path of R. 
Now suppose t(Q) 3 3 and g 5 k - 1. Then as IA U BI 3 3, we have 




a contradiction. Cl 
Combining Lemma 1 with Lemma 2, we can get the following result. 
Corollary 2. There is a maximal path Q in R, satisfying (*). 
Lemma 3. There is a maximal path Q in R such that t(Q) 3 3. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Suppose that Q satisfies the property of Corollary 2 and 
t(Q) = 2. Then we are faced by two possibilities: 
(A). A = B = {Ci, Cj} # {u, V}; 
(B). A = {Ci,, ci2, . . . , Ci,} and B = {Cj,, Cj2, . . . , Cj,} such that s 2 1 z 2 and 
{cil~ cil+13 . . . t ci,> n {Cj,, cj,+l, . f * f cj,> = 0. 
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If case (A) occurs, by Lemma 2, we get r’ = g = k - 1. Since e(c;, V(Q)) S 
k - 2, there exists some qf in Q such that qlqf+l and qeqfel belong to E(G), but 
qfci does not belong to E(G). Form a new path Q’ = qlq2 * * * qf-1qeq9-1 . . . qf, 
which satisfies (*) as Nc(qf) # 0. If t(Q’) = 2, since Nc(ql) Z &(qf), it leads to 
the occurrence of case (B). Thus we only need to consider case (B). 
For case (B), let w 4 {cj,, cj,+r, . . . , Cj,, Cj,+l, . . . , ci,}. AS s 2 2, there exists 
some z such that ci,+l $ {u, v, w}. Since g 22 and ci,+lW $ E(G), then 
N(C;,+J n [V(Q) U @, {Cjh+l, Cjh+2}) U {W, Ci,+l, C,,+I, Cj,+zr . . . , Cj,+g}] = 0, 
which implies 
d(c,,+,) < 3k - [g + 2(1- 1) + 2 + g] 
< 3k - 2(k + 1) < k, 
a contradiction. •i 
Lemma 4. Let Q = qlq2 * - . qg be a maximal path in R such that t(Q) Z= 3. Then 
l-t3>a+(r-g)+(t-3)(g-2). 




Proof of Lemma 4. By the reason of (1) if ci, cj EA, (or B), then I{ci+i, 
c;+Z, . . . , cj_,}l> 1; and (2) if ci EA, cj E B (ci E B, Cj EA) and w $ {Ci+l, 
ci+21 . . f J cj_l}, then I{ci+l, ci+2, . . . , Cj-,}I “g, it follows that 
IV(C)l=n-r~lAUBI+IA+UA-UB+UB-I+(t-l)(g-2) 
= IAl + IB -Al + IA+ U B-l + /(A- U B+) - (A+ U B-)1 + (t - l)(g - 2). 
Sincega2, ifc,eA+nB-, thencd=w, ueAandveB. Sowehave 
3k-ran-r~IAl+IA+I+IB-l+O+a+(t-l)(g-2). 




as required. 0 
Lemma 5. Let Q be a maximal path in R with t(Q) 2 3. Then A = B. 
(We shall write X’ =A = B = {xi, xi, . . . , x:}) 
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Proof of Lemma 5. By contradiction. Suppose B #A, and without loss of 
generality, IBI > IAl. From Lemma 4, we have u G 2. Thus if (A- U B+) - (A+ U 
B-) #0, then IB -Al = 1. On the other hand, if (A- U B+) - (A+ U B-) = 0, 
then 8 = 0. To see this, let ci E B -A be the vertex such that the next vertex of 
A U B after ci belongs to A. Since c~+~ $ (A- U B+) - (A+ U B-), hence Ci+l is in 
B-, which implies c,+,cBnA and so q=u~B-A and c~+~=YEB~A. 
According to the definition of 8, we see 8 = 0. Thus again we have IB - Al = 1. 
In both cases, by Lemma 4, 
(t - 3)(g - 2) + (r -g) 6 0. (7) 
We shall prove that g > 2 and t > 3. This makes (7) a contradiction. And so our 
lemma is proved. 






I B I c 3. From Lemma 2, we know g 6k-2andhence36IAJaIBI. Thusta4, a 
contradiction. 0 
Lemma 6. Let Q be a maximal path in R with t 2 3. Then g = k - t + 1. 
Proof of Lemma 6. Clearly, g ?=k - t + 1. If gak - t +2, by Lemma 5 and 
Lemma2,wehavet<kand3Ggsk-2.Thus 
3k>IV(C)I+gq(t-l)+l+g+tN+(g+l)(k-g+2). (8) 
But since f(g) = 1 + (g + l)(k - g + 2) is a concave function of g and f(3) = 
f(k - 2) = 1 + 4(k - 1) > 3k, then f(g) > 3k, contrary to (8). Cl 
Put D = {LS;(fi), 1 c i G t}, where Si(1i) is the set of vertices contained in the 
open segment of C between two vertices of X’ and li is the number of the vertices 
in S,(l,). Let S* denote the element of D which contains w, and D’ denote 
D - {S*}. 
Lemma 7. For any elements Si and Si of D ‘, we have 
(1) e(Q), sj(g)) = 0; (2)e(&(g), sj(g + 1)) = 0; 
(3) e(Si(g), $(g + 2)) s 1; and (4) e(Si(g + l), Sj(g + 1)) G 1. 
Moreover, if IS*1 + Ii <g + 3, then e(S*, Si(Zi)) ~0; and if IS*1 + li =g + 3, 
e(S*, Si(fi)) G 1. 
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Proof of Lemma 7. By contradiction. If any one of these results is false, it is not 
difficult to get a cycle C’ in G which is longer than C and contains the vertex W. 
This contradicts the maximality of C. 0 
Now, let Q = qlq2. * * qg be a maximal path in R such that t(Q) = t 2 3. Then 
using Lemma 5 and Lemma 6, 
ns IV(C)1 + IV(R)1 ag(t-1) + l+ (IS*1 -1) +,TD, (ISI -g) +t+g+ (r-g) 
I 
=l+(g+l)(k-g+l)+(r-g)+(IS*l-l)+ C (IASil-g)* 
&ED’ 
Put 
f’(g) = 1+ (g + l)W -g + 1) + (r -g) + Is*1 - 1+ sFD, WI - g) 
and f”(g) = 1 + (g + l)(k -g + 1). Since f”(g) is a concave function of g with 
f”(2) =f”(k - 2) = 3k - 2, we obtain 
f”(g)a3k-2 and f’(g)>3k-2+r-g+IS*J-1+s~,(Ig;l-g), 
for any 2 <g < k - 2. It follows that 
r-g+j&s*/-1+ x (IS,l-g)~2 
&ED’ 
and the structure of D must be one of the followings: 
Form (1). D’ = {S,(g + 2), S,(g), for any i # l} and IS*1 = 1; 
Form (2). D’ = {S,(g + l), $(g + l), $(g), for any j # 1, i} and IS*1 = 1; 
Form (3). D’ = {S,(g + l), &(g), for any i # l} and (S*l s 2; and 
Form (4). D’ = {S,(g), for any i} and IS*1 =Z 3 
Firstly, if there is some qi of Q - {ql} such that Nc(qi) II S,(lj) #O for some 
Sj(lj) E D. By Lemma 6, since qi_lqg E E(G), then Q’ = qlq2. * * qi_lqgqg_l * 9 . qi 
is a path in R. Therefore, we obtain 2g + 1 sg + 2 when Sj(li) E D’, or 
IS*1 2 g f 2 when Sj(lj) = S*. Thus g < 2, a contradiction. So we have 
WQ) E X’ (9) 
Secondly, we have 
e(X’, V(G) -X’) s kt 
Moreover, it is clear that only in (4), we may have r fg. 
In the Form (l), using Lemma 7, (9) and (lo), we obtain 
kt 2 e(V(G) -X’, X’) 
(10) 
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Using Lemma 6 we deduce that 
(k-g)(k-g+l)ag(k-g-l)(k-g+2). 
On the other hand, 
g(k-g-1)32(k-g-l)=k-g+k-g-2>k-g. 
It follows that 
g(k-g-l)(k-g+2)s(k-g)(k-g+2), 
contrary to (11). 
If the Form (2) occurs, similarly to above, we may get 





By (12) and (g + 2)(k - g - 1) 2 4, the inequality above gives a contradiction. 
When the Form (3) is true, then 
kt sgt + (t - 2)g(k - g + 1) + (g + l)(k -g) - 1 
and so 
(k-g)(k-g+l)a(k-g-l)g(k-g+l)+(g+l)(k-g)-1. (13) 
By (12) and (g + l)(k -g) - 12 6 - 1 = 5, we get a contradiction from (13). 
Lastly, for the Form (4), when T = g, we have 
kt b gt + (t - l)[g(k - g + 1) - 11, 
and so 
(k-g)(k-g+l)~(k-g)[g(k-g+l)-l]~(k-g)[2(k-g+1)-1]. 
This implies that t = k - g + 1 s 1, a contradiction. When r #g, it is easy to see 
that there is at most one segment, say S1 if it exists, in D’ which is joined to 
R - Q. Therefore we have 





These contradictions complete our proof. 0 
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